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ball in the hands of an opponent, he is out.
Once having reached first base, however, he
cannot be put out while in contact with a
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FIG. 2
base unless he is "forced off" that base by
a following runner.
Every Man on Eecord. In no other sport,
and in no business organization, is so careful
a record kept of efficiency of the individual
as in baseball. The record of every player
is known from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
and the man rises in the profession or falls
as the published figures proclaim his strength
or weakness. A record of the players in a
single game indicates how figures for a week,
a month, and an entire season are compiled.
The Chicago "White Sox," of the American
League, played the St. Louis team of the
same League, on a certain day, and the
official score for the "White Sox" was as
follows:
AB   R BH TB BB SH SB PO A    E
Llebold, If	   4122010100
Murphy, rf	   51240001     30
Collins, 2b	  51110001     00
Felsch, cf	4    235002000
"Weaver, ss	4    0    1    1    0    0    0    0     4     0
Gandil,   Ib	1    1    0    0    2    1    0  19     40
Risberg, 3b	4    0    1    2    0    0    0    2     0    1
Schalk, c	  4    1    2    4    0    0    0    3     0    0
Cicotte, p	0    0000000     00
Total	...31   7  12   19   2    2   2   27   11    1
Explanation of "Box Score." When the
columns of figureb and abbreviations are ex-
plained the average reader will see more
clearly the system by which efficiency is
noted and defects are emphasized. A glance
at the table gives the story o£ the game.
The names of the playing positions are
shown in the diagram in the article Baseball,
in Volume One. The symbols heading the
 AB—At Bat, Number of times the player is
charged with his turn at batting- the ball. In
the ease of a sacrifice hit or base on balls,
or if the batter is hit by a pitched ball, he
is not charg-ed with a turn at bat.
r—Runs. The total number of runs made by
the player during- the game.
3H'—Base Hits. The number of times the bat-
ter hits the ball to a section of the field
where it could not be caught, or from which
it could not be thrown to first base before
the batter reached there.
TB—Total    Bases.      The    number    of    bases
gained by a player as the direct result of his  ,
own hits.
be—Bases on Balls. Showing1 the number of
times the batsman was allowed to go to
first base because the pitcher could not or
would not pitch the balls accurately.
SH—Sacrifice Hits. With a runner on a base
the man at bat may simply allow a pitched
ball to hit his bat and thus he may easily be
"put out" at first base, but the play enables
his fellow player to advance a base and
thus increase the chances that the team wih
score.
SB—Stolen Bases. The number of times a
player gains a base by cunning and
strategy, unassisted by any other member
of his team.
PO—Put Out. The number of times a man is
able to retire an opposing player. A "put
out" may be made without assistance, as,
for instance, when a player catches a batted
ball before it touches the ground or stops a
fast rolling ball and through his own efforts
"puts out" a runner, or it may be the result
of an "assist."
A—Assists. The number of times a player by
timely throwing of tho ball assists a fellow
player to "put out" an opposing base run-
ner.
E—Errors. The number of misplays or mis-
takes committed which give the opposing
team an advantage,
In the game recorded above, Lieboid went
to bat five times, hit the ball safely twice
and both times succeeded in getting to first
base on his hit. On one of those occasions
he was fortunate to continue safely his cir-
cuit of the bases and score one run for his
team, In one of the other three times at bat
he sacrificed his chance to make a hit by
lightly intercepting- the ball with his bat and
making it difficult for opposing players to
get it. This allowed a fellow player to gain
a base, but Liebold was unable to reach first
base in safety. The sacrifice hit is not in-
cluded in the "A B" Column.
The above analysis will enable the reader
to read the detailed account of each player's
work.
History. The game probably originated
in the English game of rounders, thougto

